
This is an utter travesty of what I say in CO & what I represent - where l'm 
'coming {rom, as they say, & where I gain. But this 'case' has been repeated 
so many times against me as if 'true', that I suppose it has now become 
part of 'post-colonial' folk culture! & I guess that I'll always be attacked on 
this by those who don 't want a blk norm for the Caribb ['norm' carefully defined 
in CO + Hoetink 1967 see also Nigel Boland (in 1992) on my ideas on creolization (1971, 1974); Michael Craton 
(1983) on my position on slave resistance culture, (1983); most lit critics (esp of the West lndian Lit Academic Es-
tab) on my poetry; and now by a normally - normatively - brilliant much admired 
& enrichening scholar like Peter Hulme & many of those on his List(above) who 
want to set themselves upas (X.PAT) authorities on the Caribbean & its .liter 
ature & who continue to nuse Rhys as their jaguar & paradigm 

[xcuse my DUMBness here but whenever p step into my sunlight I speak out. I regret that wh
at I sayin might well starat a whole nother round of RESENTMENTS (see the post1971 ACLALS Conf 
fallout) but p who step on others' countersongs & shadows never seem to NOTICE & don't like be
ing TOLD that des pite all the theory & bell-curve (perhaps because of it?) dem still behavin like Chr
istofer Columbus & Prospero. Anyway is time for not only a clearing but a SHARING of the air & 
1 hope. this is the beginning of interCHANGE] 

Hulme clearly has not read my work - certainly none of it since the parts on WSS 
he quotes. He certainly never mentions any of it in his Caribbean macro-cul 
ture book, Colonial Encounters (CE 1986) or in his other New World writings 
- in fact, as is so often the case in mu ch/ most of this 'post-colonial' writing, 
we hear about the natives but we still don 't hear them - though a quote from ls 
lands provides CE's epigraph . Of course it cd well be that Professor Hulme & so many of 
our 'post-colonialists' - & others - perhaps don 't think enough of we-work to quote or cite it -
tho i hope dem ROTHER READ IT? & I'm please & surprise to see me inc in this history of 
Jean Rhys crit . . .. 

What CO is saying is that in talkin about Caribb culture (& dare we generalize?J 
who you are inc yr ETHNICITY determines how you SEE Caribb (or any?J 
culture & that in 1974 when I write CO, p like Look Lai & Ramchand are us
ing Rhys to attack what they didn 't like about BLK POWER & by xtension 
mwe since I am so identified ( & one shd remember that WSS (1966) appears a year 
before Rights of Passage fROP 19671 & was being used by WI critics like Look 
Lai & Ramchand & Mervyn Morris ('Niggers niggers everywhere' 1967) & Patricia Is
mond ('Walcott vs Brathwaite '(1971) in which Walcott is identified w / the forces of 
EuroEnLIGHTenment {'up'J while Brathwaite = African barbarism & dark
ness ('down 'Jto belittle the ?achievement of Rights & all that it - for them - repre 
sented in what they perceived as the battle (CULTURE WAR) for cultural vi 

sibility & infiuence [see Hoetink 1967 for this & the useful notion of SM! - the somatic 
norm image as Helen of Troy] · 
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in the then revolutionary Caribb 
(see also my 'Love Axe/l' (1976/full book-length version forthcoming Peepal Tree Press) 

which discusses this {rom the slave/colonial 

disadvantage 

a condition still xtant, i fear e 


